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By Cat Lilly
On a quiet evening in downtown Cleveland in September, 1996, four seasoned musicians came together to form a different kind
of blues band. Original members Jeff Hurd
(guitars and lead vocals), Mike Blazy (drums),
Dave Parrella (keyboards), and Morgan Baker
(bass) pooled their experience from a variety
of musical backgrounds. Classic rock, blues,
rhythm and blues, country, soft rock, progressive rock, hard rock--all these influences were
represented.
Fifteen years later, with a few changes
in personnel, the Nightwalkers continue to
play in the Cleveland area to the delight of
their listeners. Their current line-up is as
good as it gets. Always professional, always
personable, the band has maintained their
original sound. At a Nightwalkers show, you
will hear everything from Allman Brothers and
Credence Clearwater Revival, to Otis Redding
and Marvin Gaye, with some originals thrown
in for good measure.
“I’ve always considered us to be a
contemporary blues band,” says Jeff Hurd,
founder of the band. “Our repertoire includes
covers with a blues-rock orientation (Eric
Clapton, Robert Cray, Stevie Ray Vaughan), a
healthy dose of Van Morrison for spice, and of
course my originals.”
Jeff Hurd has over thirty years of professional playing experience behind him. He
opens songs for The Nightwalkers and lends
his clear vocals to the mix. On any given
night, Jeff is industriously working on new
music and new gigs for the band.
Jeff came by his musicality honestly.
He grew up in Hiram, in Portage County, and
everyone in his family either sang, played an
instrument, or both. “I’ve loved music for as
long as I can remember,” he says. “I ended up
in Cleveland because there just weren’t that
many places to play in Portage County.”
Hurd started to play guitar at about
twelve years old, and is ninety-five percent
self-taught. “My earliest inspirations were
Jimi Hendrix, Eric Clapton, and B.B. King. I
started to listen to the blues at about the same
time, and was influenced by slide guitarists
Duane Allman and Rory Gallagher. My favorite singers include Otis Redding, Marvin Gay,
and Robert Cray.”
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Besides being the primary vocalist and
sole songwriter for the band, Jeff plays a mean
slide guitar. He hosts some of the top blues
jams in Cleveland, including Brothers Lounge,
the Parkview and Smedley’s. He also has done
fill-in work (some of the last minute variety)
for artists such as Butch Armstrong and Austin
Charanghat.
One of Hurd’s compositions, the heartfelt ballad, “Lie to Me,” was chosen by Becky
Boyd, winner of solo/duo category in the very
first Cleveland Blues Challenge 2009, to take
down to Memphis, Tennessee, and use as part
of her competition. Hurd hopes to have other
artists sing his songs in the future, and plans
to showcase more of his songwriting as time
goes by. Presently the band performs half a
dozen of his original tunes in their regular set
list, and their next CD will most likely consist
of all original material.
Mike Blazy on drums is the one and
only drummer the Nightwalkers have had
since their opening night in September 1996.
Mike has vast experience in professional
music, including dinner clubs, private functions, country music, classic rock, blues, and
progressive rock. Besides being a cornerstone
of the Nightwalkers, he is a founding member
of the Lake County based progressive rock
band, Intra. He was also a member of the
Lakeland Jazz Ensemble and also played with
Bill DeArango, the great jazz guitarist, for
over two years.
Drumming is in his blood. As a child,
Mike built his first drum set from coffee cans
and a twenty-gallon barrel (bass drum), using
galvanized steel furnace duct material for the
cymbals. He was in the eleventh grade when
he purchased his first professional drum kit.
Ringo Starr was his greatest inspiration, and
he studied under Dave Brewer at Dick Leary
Studio and Hank Avalone at Willoughby Fine
Arts Center. His lessons paid off - although
many claim to play the drums, Mike is pure
rhythm in motion behind his drums.
Marty Puljic, bass player for the Nightwalkers, has played in many northeast Ohio
bands, and is the host of his own radio show,
“Madcat Blues”, which airs every Tuesday
evening from 8:00 to 10:00 on the John Car~Continued on Page 23
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Grand River Valley Wine Region to Host

4th Annual Turkey Trot to Help Local Food Banks

A Progressive Food & Wine Tasting Event
The leaves have changed and fallen to
the ground and harvest is, for the most part,
over, so now it is time for the 4th Annual
Grand River Valley Wine Region Turkey Trot.
Join Debonné Vineyards, Ferrante Winery &
Ristorante, Grand River Cellars Winery &
Restaurant, Laurello Vineyards, and St. Joseph
Vineyards on Saturday, November 12th from
Noon-5 p.m. for this drive yourself tour of
wine tasting paired with food samples for your
Thanksgiving meal.
All five participating wineries are within
10 minutes of each other making this a very
convenient excursion for travelers. Each
winery will feature a different part of the
Thanksgiving meal and pair two wines that
compliment it. In addition, recipes will be
given out. The cost is only $5 per person at
each winery and if you bring in a canned food
item to each winery you will receive $1 off.
These food items will be donated to the local
food banks just in time for the holidays.
“This is a perfect event for November
when lots of other activities are slowing
down,” says Doreen Peitrik from St. Joseph
Vineyards. “It’s a fun event that family,
friends, and co-workers would enjoy doing
together and the cost is such a bargain.” St.
Joseph will be greeting their patrons at their
new location on route 307 in Madison.
Nick Ferrante from Ferrante Winery and
Ristorante is chairman of the Winegrowers
group. “Our regional wines are perfect for
anyone’s Thanksgiving feast,” states Nick.
“Each year our five wineries compete in international wine competitions and come out looking very competitive. It just proves that we
can make great wine here in northeastern Ohio
and the Turkey Trot is a wonderful opportunity
for the public to taste them.”

The Turkey Trot is just one of a series of
events The Winegrowers of the Grand River
Valley host each year. Other events include
the ever-popular Ice Wine Festival and an
early spring tasting.
While visiting the area the group encourages travelers to take a mini-vacation and
spend their weekend in wine country. There
are lots of shops to visit and beautiful covered
bridges to check out in the area. For those
looking for other things to do in the area
contact the Ashtabula County Conventions &
Visitors Bureau www.visitashtabulacounty.
com or the Lake County Conventions & Visitors Bureau www.lakevisit.com.
Area maps will be provided at all wineries to help patrons plan their trail.
For more information about the Turkey Trot
call 440-466-3485 or go to www.wggrv.com

Turkey Trot Menu
- Debonne Vineyards Turkey Sliders
- Ferrante Winery & Ristorante Pumpkin Tart
-Grand River Cellars Winery
& Restaurant–
Pumpkin Soup with roasted
pumpkin seeds and toast points
- Laurello Vineyards Italian Zucchini Appetizer
- St. Joseph Vineyards Stuffing with apples,
cranberries, and walnuts.

SUMRADA
Sat. Nov. 5

"KEGS IN THE CRYPT"
SNPJ FARM
10946 Heath Rd. Kirtland
$300 in cash prizes to
be given away for the
best costumes!
For more information
and to get your pre-sale only
tickets visit our web site

Fri. Nov. 18
STADIUM GRILL
 49,%2 ",6$ s -%.4/2
9:00PM-1:00AM
Sat. Nov. 19
34!2,)4% ,/5.'%
 . "2/!$7!9 s '%.%6!
9:00PM-1:00AM
4(!.+3')6).' %6%
Weds. Nov. 23
#%"!23 %5#,)$ 4!6%2.
 % 4( 34 s %5#,)$
9:00PM-1:00AM
6)3)4 /52 7%" 3)4% &/2 -/2%
).&/2-!4)/. /. $!4%3  %6%.43
WWWSUMRADACOM s WWWFACEBOOKCOMSUMRADA

The Winegrowers of the Grand River
Valley formed a group several years ago when
they began to realize how quickly their wine
region was growing. The Grand River Valley
Wine Region is one of the fastest growing
wine regions in the United States and has the
quality wines to prove why. Member wineries have achieved national and international
recognition with award winning wines. These
wineries must adhere to strict standards.
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of beverage.
Dine-in only, please.

ENJOY PASTA WHILE LISTENING TO OPEN MIC!
Gift
Certificates
make great
gifts!

'06'46#+0/'06
Entertainment Fri & Sat: 7-11pm
Sunday Open Mic 4:30-7:30pm

Thurs, Nov 3: Tom Todd
Fri, Nov 4: Westside Steve
Sat, Nov 5: Stone River Band
Sun, Nov 6: Open mic with
Jimmy Ales
Thurs, Nov 10: Tom Todd
Fri, Nov 11: Marion Avenue
Sat, Nov 12: Castaways
Sun, Nov 13: Open mic with
Lou, Patrick & Maureen
Thurs, Nov 17: TBA
Fri, Nov 18: Hatrick
Sat, Nov 19: Lost Sheep Band
Sun, Nov 20: Open mic with
Tom Todd
COME
ENJOY OUR
COZY
FIREPLACE!

Join us for

By Sage Satori

Relax after a long day at work & enjoy
dinner or a glass of wine while listening to
music! Hosted by a variety of musicians!
Kicking off November with
/Ê/``ÊUÊ Û°ÊÎÀ`ÊUÊÈn«t

9GGMFC[5RGEKCNU
ALL BEERS $1.99

DIFFERENT DINNER SPECIAL EVERY DAY!

/PEN -IC 7ED s  
Hosted by Susie Hagan
Winery Hours
Mon-Closed
Tue & Thr: 3-9pm
Fri: 3-Midnight
Sat: Noon-Midnight
Sun: Noon-9pm

5$TQCFYC[
)GPGXC
440.466.5560

Reservations not needed
but always a good idea!

Kitchen Hours
Mon-Closed
Tues & Thr: 4-8
Fri: 4-10pm
Sat: Noon-10pm
Sun: Noon-8pm

www.theoldmillwinery.com

Favorite Wine Websites
Midwestwinepress.com – The art and business of winemaking in the Midwest. This
site offers quite extensive industry news,
harvest reports for the year
and winery management
advice, but one can also
find searches by state and
festival listings.
Wineintro.com – “Intro”
is the key word here. Wine
basics, such as types and
pairings are covered but
there is fun stuff like wine
games, wine songs, wine
quotes and wine movie listings. Theme party anyone?
I’ll admit I’ve shared a
couple of Mulled Wine and
Sangria recipes from this
site that turned out to be quite tasty.
Of course ohiowines.org (which we reference
often) is THE site for keeping up on the wine
trails, grapes and juice availability, event news
and much more.
Please let me know what you would like
to see here in our Wine 101 segment, more
recipes, wine release news, wine tasting and
pairing tips? Emails are welcomed editorial@
northcoastvoice.com

As most of our readers know, Donniella
Winchell, Executive Director of Ohio Wine
Producers Association often contributes to
our publication but
when she is not available to do so then I
(Editor and lady of
many hats) goes in
search of interesting
information and delicious recipes. During
my searches I have
discovered some fun
and informative websites that may be of
interest to everyone
from the novice to the
connoisseur.
This time of the
year, especially on a Monday nights when
most of the wineries are closed, seems like the
best time to settle in at the computer, sip on
a glass red wine and find new sites to add to
your favorites list. So, below are a few of the
links that I’ve added to mine.
Tastohiowines.com – Here you will find a
lot of great recipes that use local wines, wine
events, news releases, and even Ohio Wine
TV. Did you know there was Ohio Wine TV?

 -AIN 3TREET s 0ERRY 6ILLAGE
,OCATED AT THE 2AILROAD 4RACKS ON .ARROWS 2D

New Year’s Eve

440-259-5077

Join us for our second annual New Year’s Eve Party! This event will sell out again this
year so make your reservations early. Appetizers of cheese and crackers, shrimp coctail.
Dinner menu: Filet Mignon, Chicken Cordon Bleu, Cavatelli & Meatballs, Mixed Veggie, Salad,
Rolls & Butter & Pastry Tray. Music by The Relay. Cost $100.00/couple prepaid.
#ALL   

Benvenuto Grille is now serving all
you can eat Cavatelli and Meatballs,
Garlic Bread and Salad for only
$10./person every Wednesday
from 5-8 pm. Bring your appetite
and enjoy some of our Cabernet to
compliment your meal.

Live Entertainment

&RI .OV  Ramon
3AT .OV  *UST 'EORGE
&RI .OV  9ESTERDAY AND 4ODAY
3AT .OV  /FF THE 2AILS
Come in and try some of our fantastic snacks
and appetizers from our new menu!
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The Lakehouse
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By Cat Lilly

Cleveland Blues Society
Third Annual Memphis
Blues Challenge
November 5th & 6th
Cleveland Blues Society presents its
Third Annual Memphis Blues Challenge on
Saturday, November 5th and Sunday, November 6th, at The Hive, located at 5324
State Road, Parma. Categories for this year’s
competition include: Solo/Duo, Band, Best
Self-Produced CD and Youth Showcase. The
winners of these categories will represent the
Cleveland Blues Society at the 2012 International Blues Competition in Memphis, Tennessee during the week of January 31st through
February 4th, 2012.
The CBS Memphis Challenge provides the opportunity for local blues artists to
display their talent and perform as part of an
international venue, and is a key way for the
Cleveland Blues Society to execute their mission to increase awareness of blues music and
to promote local musicians and Greater Cleveland area bands. This year’s event received a
great response from the musical community,
with sixteen acts slated to compete.
The contest is open to working blues artists from within a 150 mile radius from down-

8

town Cleveland area. Contestants were asked
to submit a sample CD to the Blues Society,
and sixteen acts were selected to compete
in the Blues Challenge. Original material is
encouraged, and an unwritten “No Mustang
Sally” rule applies. That is, cover tunes are
not disqualified, but are not recommended.
Musicians were urged to choose their material
carefully, as each act will have only twenty
minutes to perform. Timekeepers will be
on hand to give three, two, and one-minute
warnings, and running over-time could result
in points being shaved. Acts are judged on
blues content, originality, musicianship, stage
presence, and professionalism.
BLUES ACTS SCHEDULED TO
COMPETE: SATURDAY - Saam’s Straight
Up Blues Band, Brickhouse Blues Band, Austin “Walkin’ Cane”, Fred Barringer and Cat
Lilly, The Blue Drivers, The Juke Hounds,
Blues Chronicles, and Ron Yarosz and the
Vehicle. SUNDAY – Michael Luczak, Skip
Werks and BC, Poppa “D” and the Aggravators, Erin Rossi with Dieter’s Blues Machine,
Sean Carney and Omar Coleman, Shady
Drive, Gaetano and the Underworld Band,
and KC Harmon and the Unique Blues Band.
The International Blues Challenge
(“IBC”) contest begins months before at
dozens of regional “battles of the bands”
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presented by the Foundation’s 165 Affiliated
Organizations. The winners of these preliminaries are matched in head-to-head juried
competition for the chance to take their band
or solo/duo act to the national stage with great
gigs, cash and prizes.
The 2012 International Blues Challenge will be the 27th year of blues musicians
from around the world competing for industry
recognition. The world’s largest gathering of
blues acts represents an international search
by the Blues Foundation for the blues band
and solo/duo blues act ready to perform on
the international stage. In 2009, one hundred
bands and sixty solo/duo acts were entered,
filling the clubs up and down Beale Street for
the semifinals on Thursday and Friday, and the
finals were held at the Orpheum Theater on
Saturday.
The winners of the Cleveland Blues
Society’s First Annual Blues Challenge (2009)
competed in Memphis and did us proud.
Becky Boyd and Tim Matson (solo/duo category) were finalists in the 2010 International
Blues Challenge. Kudos also went out to Blue
Lunch (band category). Although they did
not make the finals, they made their mark in
Memphis!
2010’s CBS Blues Challenge winners
were Mitch Reed (solo/duo) and The Juke
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Hounds (band). The Second Annual Blues
Challenge included two new categories: Best
Self-produced Blues CD (winners - Blue
Lunch) and Youth Band Representative (winners - The Brighter Side Band). A good time
was had by all in Memphis – the thrill of a
lifetime for everyone involved.
Blues fans and supporters are encouraged to come on down to network and
enjoy this upcoming Third Annual Memphis
Challenge, and showcase of local blues talent. Doors open to the public at 3:00 pm on
Saturday, and at 1:30 pm on Sunday. Competition begins at 4:00 pm on Saturday and at 2:30
pm on Sunday. The winners will be announced
at the end of the Challenge on Sunday evening
(approximately 8:30 pm). There will be special pricing for family members, friends and
followers that wish to attend both days of this
year’s Challenge. Admission price as follows:
One day only- $8.00 for Blues Society members, $10 for non-members. For both days:
$13.00 for members, $15.00 for non-members.
There is parking directly across the street and
on some surrounding side
streets. Full bar and food
menu will be available.
The Hive has graciously
arranged for some food and
drink specials for this event
so come thirsty and with an
appetite!

Ronnie Baker
Brooks
Beachland
Ballroom
Saturday, November 26th
Opening Act:
Brickhouse
Blues Band
NEWS FLASH: Brickhouse Blues Band is celebrating
the return of Tommy “Nightdog”
Nichols. After an absence of six
years, Tommy has jumped back
in the saddle and the band is
burning up! Tommy is one of
the premier harmonica players
in northeast Ohio, and the band
chemistry and interplay between the Nightdog and Ronnie
“Alleykat” Carroll is electric!
The Brickhouse Blues
Band has been around since 1986. Since then,
the band has had some changes in personnel,
but has never stopped playing. With Jack Freeman on bass and Bobby “Blindboy” Carroll
on drums, the boys have maintained a steady
track of playing the blues. In 2004, when
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Tommy left to pursue other avenues, such as
session and studio work, Billy “Skinnyboy”
Conklin stepped in on lead vocals, harp, and
coronet, to fill his shoes.
The band kept rockin’ with great success and the good fortune to play some of the
best clubs, wineries, festivals, national shows,
benefits, weddings...just about every kind of
venue you can think of. Their passion for the
blues and love of performing really comes
through when they hit the stage. Billy Conklin
has moved on with best wishes from the boys
in all of his endeavors, and with the return of
Tommy Nichols, the Brickhouse is re-energized and on fire!
Brickhouse Blues Band has opened for
and shared the stage with Sonny Landreth,
Tommy Castro, Ronnie Baker Brooks, Charlie
Musselwhite, Foreigner, Lee Osker, Mark
Hummel, Eric Burden, Brian Auger, Sugar
Blue, Deanna Bogart, Kenny Neal, Derek
Trucks, Thunderbirds, The Nighthawks, Magic
Dick of J. Giels, Joanna Conners, Jerry Portnoy, Rod Piazza and the Mighty Flyers, Clarence Gatemouth Brown, Leslie
West of Mountain, Omar and
the Howlers, Indigenous,
Coco Montoya, Screamin Jay
Hawkins, “Jimmie Vaughan”
, Ana Popovic and a host of
other nationally touring acts.
On Saturday, November 26th, they will warm up
the stage for Ronnie Baker
Brooks, a perennial favorite
at the Beachland Ballroom.
Ronnie Baker Brooks is the
son of blues great Lonnie Brooks, and grew up
steeped in the blues tradition. Nowadays he carries
the torch for his dad, and
is touted
as one of
the most
fearsome
guitar players around,
winning fans
from one end
of the country
to the other.
This show is
a must-see for
serious blues
fans who want
to
see a master
showman do what he does best – entertain!
Doors open at 7:00 pm; showtime is 8:00 pm,
in the Ballroom – primarily seated, general
admission. Tickets- $15.00 in advance, and
$17.00 the day of the show).
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“Audio, meet Video!”
“Video, meet Audio!”

440-206-6953

Need a sweet video to post on your new band website?
Better yet... one with a sweet soundtrack?
John Luttrelle of “Eriebrick Recording” & Ron Emser of
“RED | Ron Emser Design” have joined forces to bring you a
multi-media experience
to do just that.

www.RedBrickVideo.com
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Old Family Recipies...

you’ll think we stole your Grandmother!
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Here Comes Trouble
by Michael Moore
Reviewed by Alan Cliffe
On the cover of Here Comes Trouble,
there is a picture of a young Michael Moore
riding a toy vehicle. He’s looking impishly
at the camera. One could suspect that he
is indeed bringing trouble, but probably
of a kind more prankish than wicked. He
doesn’t look as if he’s much acquainted
with wickedness. This would change. The
greater part of this book is about his eventual discovery of the wicked, the evil, the
corrupt and mendacious in American life,
together with his response to it all. This is a
tale of a young man’s education in the ways
of the world. His way of acting on what he
discovered —speaking truth to power here
and there, but often just speaking his truth
about power—that, it seems, is what eventually made Michael Moore a public figure
whose films are seen and whose books are
read.
The world Moore encountered was and is not
so innocent as the boy on the book’s cover,
and eventually the wicked, the stupid, and
the guilty turned their sights on him. In his
first chapter he tells of the response to his acceptance speech at the 2003 Oscar ceremony,
at which he received an award for Bowling for
Columbine. The Iraq war had just begun, and
it was still popular. Moore spoke of “fictitious election results that elect a fictitious
president... [who sends] us to war for fictitious

reasons.” There was an uproar, and a number
of rightist broadcasters spoke to national and
international audiences about assassinating
him. People armed with everything from
scalding liquids to guns started coming after
Moore. He hired a security team consisting
mostly of ex-Navy SEALs. They come across
as good company. Moore speaks of a number
of incidents when the talk-radio hatemongers
might have got their wish if the SEALs had
not been around. A formidable crew they were,
and some of Moore’s assailants probably
ended up wishing they’d stayed home.
In the middle of the post-Oscars assaults
and threats, Moore started shooting Fahrenheit 9/11, on the terrorist attacks and the Bush
administration’s response. The film did not
endear him to the powerful or to the hard core
haters, but a funny thing happened: it was a
huge success. It affected the thinking—in a
Presidential election year—of even some Republicans who saw it. And Moore was all over
the television talk shows. What drove people
like Karl Rove “batshit crazy,” in Moore’s
phrase, was that a mass audience was being
exposed to ideas that might normally have
been confined to Moore’s former loyal-butsmallish audience and lefty gatherings.
Those ideas—it seems that in his youth,
Moore acquired a sense that questions of public policy, questions of how a society ought to
conduct itself, don’t just relate to other ideas,
or to themselves. When they are in contention,
the real-world stakes can be high indeed; lives
may be in the balance.
Most of this book is about real-world
matters, and real lives. Moore tells of his
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childhood and youth in Davison, Michigan, a
town near Flint. Moore describes the Fifties
and early Sixties there as somewhat idyllic—he calls his old neighborhood “one big
summer camp.” The backyards were large,
there was a hill suitable for sledding, and a
large wooded area suitable for rustic adventure. And, as Moore tells it, times weren’t
bad. Most of the households, including his,
got by pretty well on one paycheck. Apparently that’s how things were for a lot of people
when unions were strong and U.S. manufacturers did most of their manufacturing in the
U.S. But things weren’t totally idyllic. A gay
neighbor youth is continually bullied, becomes
something of a bully himself, and ends up
a suicide before he’s twenty. Assassinations
happen. Detroit erupts in the riot of 1967. And
eventually, there is an end to the blue-collar
prosperity of Davison and places like it.
Starting with the gay youth’s death,
the politics and the lives of Moore and the
people around him start to intersect quite
a lot. Michael and his friends stop playing
war games around ‘66, as the Vietnam War
is being escalated. Eleven year old Michael
meets Robert Kennedy just when Kennedy is
trying to get to the Senate floor for the historic
debate on Medicare. Michael’s popular, cool
and attractive eighth-grade teacher, one of
the very few black people he encounters in
Davison, disappears when her husband goes
missing in Vietnam. Sometimes it seems as
if everything that happens in Michael’s life
has to be portentous politically. Things were
changing fast in the Sixties, and one couldn’t
always distinguish the political from the
personal. But to my mind, the chapters where
the political lessons don’t feel Aesopian are
the stronger ones. These would include some
of the later chapters, which tell of Moore’s
young adult years running an alternative paper
and then getting into filmmaking, feeling as
if he doesn’t quite know what he is doing but
somehow pulling it off.
The book ends with the success of Roger
and Me, a film that tells of how the prosperity
of the Flint area, of which Moore speaks in the
early chapters, was ended. This film about a
sad ending was a successful start to Moore’s
filmmaking career, and that makes for a happy
ending to Here Comes Trouble. I don’t know
if there’s a political lesson there. I do know
that this book has made me want to take another look at Moore’s films.
Grand Central Publishing 2011 427 pages
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The Tangier Welcomes Marion Meadows
Marion Meadows returns to the Tangier
in Akron this November 13th. The soprano
saxophonist was playing smooth jazz riffs
even before the
term “smooth jazz”
came to be. He
credits Kenny G
with bringing contemporary jazz to
the airwaves in the
late 80s, but strives
to create a unique
sound, while still
conforming to the
smooth jazz genre.
Meadows grew
up in Stamford,
Conn., where he
began studying
classical music on
the clarinet at age 8. At age 15, he switched
to sax and developed a passion for jazz.
Music was at first, only a hobby; he was actually considering a career in animal science.
However, his priorities changed soon after
graduation, when he had the opportunity to
travel to Europe with his high school band
and perform at a music festival in Austria.
He abandoned his thoughts of becoming a veterinarian and was accepted into the
Berklee School of Music in Boston, where he
studied composition and arranging. After two
years, he transferred to SUNY School of Arts
in Purchase, New York, and studied arranging
and film scoring.
After college and in need of work, Meadows met drummer Norm Conners, who later
asked him to come to California to record an
album. Shortly thereafter, he joined Conner’s
“Starship Orchestra” and toured the world
with many great artists such as Eartha Kitt ,
Will Downing and many more.
After a 3 year stint with Conners, Meadows returned to New York and played with
the Aboriginal Music Society, which was a
band that played an avant-garde style of jazz,
featuring uninhibited improvisation. It was
after a Lincoln Center gig with this group that
he experienced one of those life changing moments we so often hear about.
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Meadows and a friend were waiting for
the 3 am train, when his friend suggested that
his soprano sax would sound amazing in the
nearly abandoned
rotunda of New
York’s, Grand Central Station. So he
proceeded to do his
best to fill the giant
space with the sound
of his horn. As he
was playing, a man,
who he thought was
Security, came rushing toward him. This
gentleman turned
out to be television composer Jay
Chattaway, who was
writing and producing for pianist Bob James at the time. Chattaway liked what he had heard and introduced
the sax player to James, who would eventually
sign him to his Tappan Zee label. While working with James, Marion decided that a career
as a soloist was to be his destiny.
He recorded his first album, “For Lovers
Only” for RCA Records in 1990 and has never
looked back. Since that debut album, Meadows has released 10 additional solo CDs that
feature a long and impressive list of highly
respected musicians. His most recent effort is
“Secrets”, released in 2009 on the Heads Up
label.
Meadows’ sound centers on soprano sax
melodies set over a lush, smooth and urban
groove. Of course, that’s not something hard
to find in the smooth-jazz genre, but Meadows
has always had a sound that somewhat recalls
1970s fusion.
It was the late saxophonist Grover Washington Jr. who taught Meadows a valuable
lesson about creating his own sound. Washington was one of a very eclectic and influential
group of artists, that Meadows is fortunate
enough to have worked with and whose styles
he has drawn from. One day Grover told
Marion it was time for him to put the records
down and stop copying other guy’s licks. “Just
start doing your own thing.” he said. “It’s cool

to listen to other sax players and dig what
they’re doing, but start copying licks from
piano players and guitar players instead of sax
players.” It was great advice and has served
Meadows well.
Aside from his solo appearances, Meadows has just completed the “Gentlemen of the
Night Tour”, which is the brainchild of Meadows, featuring fellow saxophonists Paul Taylor
and Warren Hill. The tour was well received in
2011, and will resume in 2012.
Marion Meadows will be at the Tangier,
in Downtown Akron on November 13th for an
8 pm. show. Visit www.marionmeadows.com
or www.thetangier.com for more information.
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Sat. Nov. 12th
9 pm. - Midnight

Face Value Trio
at CK’s Lounge
Quail Hollow Resort

Be sure to visit us
on you tube at
www.youtube.com/user/
FaceValueBand
For full schedule, check website

DonPerrySaxman.com

www.facevaluemusic.com
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Michael
Shrieve
Former Santana Drummer Shares
His Story

By Helen Marketti
Michael Shrieve’s career has created many op-
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LOST SHEEP BAND

Sat. Nov. 5
Winery at Spring Hill
7:30 – 10:30
Fri. Nov. 18
Star Lite Lounge
9pm -1am
Sat. Nov. 19
Old Mill Winery
7 - 11

www.lostsheepband.com
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portunities for
him to do what
he loves; having
been the drummer for Santana
is only part of
the incredible journey.
“I was always
interested in
drums. I never
really had an
interest in guitar
or keyboard,”
said Michael.
“My interest
in drums really
struck one day in eighth grade when I walked
past the band room. As I walked by, the drum
section was set up near the door and it was as
though I had never seen them before. I started
taking lessons soon after. There is something
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so immediate when playing the drums.”
“I was the typical teenager who got into the
British bands, The Beatles, The Hollies and
pop music. I grew up in San Francisco
and at the time, the entire music scene
influenced me. I also liked the drumming
of Dino Danelli of The Young Rascals. As
I became older, I noticed drummers like
Ginger Baker and Mitch Mitchell who
were more featured. I started getting into
jazz drummers who worked with John
Coltrane and Miles Davis.”
Over the years, Michael has been
working on the memoirs of jazz drummer, Elvin Jones. “I was able to become
friends with him and after many years he
suggested to me that I write his memoirs.
It hasn’t been released yet. I’m still working on it.”
Another project in the works is a CD
from the Drums of Compassion. “It’s
almost completed,” said Michael. “I’m
hoping to have it done by the end of the
year. Drums of Compassion started out
as an idea. If I come home at 2:00 am, I
want to listen to music that will calm me
down. I used to listen to classical music
when I would return home. I started to
think about what a drummer might like

to listen to at 2:00 am after doing a show and
just wanting to relax. One of the ideas was 16
tom-toms placed in a semi-circle. Then it kept
growing with other incredible percussionists
which added to the vibe of the project.”
“One of the other ways I try to relax is with
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stretching and Yoga.
I used to meditate
all the time and now
I’m working on
getting back to it. I
have realized that
it’s really a powerful
thing and important
to remind ourselves
to slow down,
especially with the
way things are now.
We need to get rid
of the clutter and
noise that’s in our
head and just listen
to yourself.”
Spellbinder is the
name of Michael’s
band. “It’s an instrumental group that
I would love to get
out on the road,” he
said. “It’s all Seattle
based musicians,
where I live. We
usually play every Monday at the same club
and have built up a nice following. We have
one CD out and are currently working on
material for another.” The first CD is avail-
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able and titled, Michael
Shrieve’s Spellbinder
which can be found on
Amazon.com and Rhapsody web sites.
Michael is working on
an autobiography. “I’ve
come up with a new format of doing things. I try

to write something every day
from my life experiences. There
are many rock

and roll books out there from musicians so I
am going to try to make mine a little different.
I’ve considered an audio book but the material
would also have to be written, too.”
Michael is very talented
with writing,
speaking and
getting his
point across.

“I would like to
do more public speaking
engagements so I can share
where I think young people
are with music as well as
my own experiences and
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so forth. I would also have a “question and answer” period. I like to connect with audiences
in a more intimate setting.”
Playing with Santana at Woodstock ‘69
is what Michael seems to be associated
with the most, which he welcomes. “It
was a time in my life when I looked
younger than what I was. When Santana
played Woodstock, we didn’t have an
album released yet which many people
may not realize. We won the crowd
over. People who were there could
relate to the tribal sound of the band.
Playing Woodstock was like being at
the beach and the people were the water, so it was like a sea of people. We
did the best we could and it happened
to be captured on film, too.”
“It was such an emergent music
scene back then. Music festivals of
that time brought about a different
energy than that of our parents and
everyone wanted to be a part of it.
People responded to the music as a
tribe. They really connected to it.”
For additional information on Michael Shrieve, please visit: www.michaelshrieve.com
Michael Shrieve has a fan page on Facebook.
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Carlos Jones Releases New CD
Positive Vibrations November 6th
For some folks, the term
“American Reggae” is a little
confusing. Yes, reggae music
originated in Jamaica, but was
heavily influenced by American soul music. When reggae
music landed here, first with
Jimmy Cliff, whose soundtrack
from the movie “The Harder
They Come” introduced many
to this new sound, and then
exploded with the arrival of
Bob Marley, a handful of
American musicians began to
explore this new sound with a
new beat. One of those early
adopters was Clevelander
Dave Smeltz, who formed
one of the very first U.S.-

based reggae groups in 1978, called I-Tal. It
was with that group that Carlos Jones learned
his chops, first on percussion, and

Calling All Vocalists –
a Short Trip to Columbus
Could Make You a Winner

then in his next group – First Light (19841998) on vocals and guitar.
Just as America is a melting pot of people, American reggae is a melting pot of musical styles, with reggae as the foundation. Add
a little blues, a dash of folk, go back down to
the Caribbean for some calypso, throw in a
healthy dose of rock – you get the idea. Mix it
all up in a blender and voila! It’s still reggae,
but it has a unique hybrid quality about it….
and few do it better than Carlos Jones.
On this 4-song EP titled Positive Vibrations, you’ll definitely hear the reggae, but
you’ll also see where it branches out; see how
it captures the essence of that feel-good, summertime groove – all year long. And oh, by
the way, enjoy a cup of Mr. Jones private label
coffee (that he introduced last year) while
you’re listening to the music, aptly branded…
..”Positive Vibrations”. After all the Peace,
Love, Unity Syndicate (PLUS) is always giving off those Positive Vibrations.
A sample pack of coffee and Positive
Vibrations CD are available for just $7.95
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through littlefishrecords.com (think stocking
stuffers) and for Carlos and the PLUS band
schedule visit www.carlosjones.com, they are
always out and about spreadin the good vibes.
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For those dreaming of becoming an
“idol”, Ohio has the contest for them. Ohio
Idol, a statewide singing competition modeled
after the national brand, is exclusively for
residents of Ohio 12 and older. Contestants
will compete to win $10,000 in cash and a
recording contract. The official website, www.
ohio-idol.com, launches today.
“There is so much talent here in Ohio
that we never get to see on TV,” said Steve
Wise, President of InTune Promotions and
show creator. “We want to give the talented
residents of Ohio a place to showcase their
talent, get performance experience and professional guidance. Our industry judges, along
with the cash prize and recording contract, are
key to helping talented singers get on their
way to a professional career.”
The Ohio Idol competition will consist
of three rounds of auditions. The first round
will be held at the Greater Columbus Convention Center on June 9. During the first round
of auditions, everyone who registers will have
the opportunity to sing in front a panel of professional judges from the music industry.
The top 100 will be invited to audition
in the second round to be held at the Greater
Columbus Convention Center on July 7-8. The
auditions will be held in front of a live audience, and contestants may perform to music.
The live finale will be held on the main
Celeste Center stage at the Ohio State Fair
as part of the Fair’s annual concert entertainment line-up. The top ten finalists will have an
opportunity to perform live on stage in front
of thousands, competing for the $10,000 grand
prize and a recording contract. The top five
finalists will then spend the next year touring
and performing around the state.
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Those who wish to compete must fulfill the
following criteria:
· Must be 12 years of age or older by June 9,
2012
· Must be a resident of Ohio. Proof of residency required.
· Must not be under contract with record
company or management at time of competition
Registering for Ohio Idol is easy. Just
visit www.ohio-idol.com and hit the Register
to Audition button. Contestants may register
online or by mail. Also on the site are official
rules, contest specifics, judges’ information
and special early registration promotions.

Don’t Miss Canadian Band

THE
TREWS
at Brother’s Lounge

Earlier this summer, NY Press was
blown away by a rare NYC appearance and
American Songwriter hosted an acoustic
session by the guys in their Nashville offices.
Benjamin Ricci of Performer Magazine
applauds, “The Trews are, without a doubt,
the greatest rock band of their generation,”
Twangville calls Hope & Ruin, “A collection
of rock anthems filled with blaring electric
guitars and tight harmonies” and Metal Odyssey exclaims, “The Trews just don’t bang-itout on this album, they play the song and take
you on an escalator of Rock.”
ARTIST direct premiered the video for
“The World I Know” and notes, “You will feel
like you are on a people mover or a conveyor
belt as this colorful, strange video begins...
If this is the world I know, I’d hate to see the
world I don’t know!”
The Trews released Hope & Ruin earlier
this year, Live From Montreal this summer,
exclusively on iTunes, and in
September, Hope & Ruin Deluxe, which includes a digital
booklet and video of the title
track. The DELUXE version
is only available digitally
through Bumstead Records
and is generously priced at
$8.99.
Sunday, November 20 –
7:30pm THE TREWS @
BROTHERS LOUNGE –
FREE
11607 Detroit Avenue
Cleveland,
Phone: 216-226-2767
www.brotherslounge.com

OPEN DAILY
7am-1am!
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This begins our annual adoption of four
local families who are trying to survive
in this economy and are barely scraping
through. Please help us to provide a nice Thanksgiving Dinner for these four families. 7E WILL BE
ACCEPTING DONATIONS OF FOOD OR A CASH CONTRIBUTION FROM  THROUGH  Thank you in
advance. You, our loyal, good hearted costumers
have never let us down in the past and we trust
that this year will be no different.
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Drop off a memory stick, cd, most camera memory cards or email to
CustomerSupport@HighTideTavern.com!

www.HighTideTavern.com
Facebook & BettysBar@HighTideTavern.com

5504 Lake Road s On the Strip s Geneva-on-the-Lake, Ohio s (440) 466-7990

Canada’s THE TREWS have two gold
records, logged close to 1,000 concerts and
with their latest track at radio, “The World I
Know,” now have TWELVE top-10 singles.
OurStage says “You can hear influences from
The Rolling Stones to R.E.M. in this hard
rocking tune.” The Toronto-based rock band
has been selective about U.S. shows around
the release of Hope & Ruin, their fourth fulllength studio album.
“Two brothers, two guitars, two larger than
life voices” - American Songwriter
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prevention/aftercare
programs in over 70
countries, using community-based solutions
that empower nationals
to provide security and
hope to their communities.

events. The goal of the event on November 11, 2011 is to end child trafficking and
slavery. The GLOBAL TRAFFIC JAM is
projected to include the participation of
over 300 bands and solo artists performing in more than 30 countries around the
world.

Mission

How We Accomplish our Mission

To “jam” up the
traffic involving the
widowed, orphaned,
abandoned, sold and vulnerable who are often forced
into horrific lives of labor or sex
slavery.

Overview
TRAFFIC JAM is a campaign started in
early 2004 to raise awareness and involvement to fight the trafficking and enslavement
of children around the globe. TRAFFIC
JAM mobilizes musicians and fans to speak
out against this grave injustice. Since 2004,
TRAFFIC JAM has invested in trafficking
£ÓÊ
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Wayne “Woody” Mesker of Worldstock Entertainment took it upon himself
to get permission and to act as a global
representative for TRAFFIC JAM. The
purpose is to recruit artists, secure venues,
create publicity, and seek event sponsors
& donations for GLOBAL TRAFFIC JAM
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1.) TRAFFIC JAM “Jams” - Concerts, music
and sporting events (arranged, sponsored, or
supported)
2.) TRAFFIC JAM “World Tours” - Trips for
musicians, artists and athletes to experience
firsthand the horrors of human trafficking
3.) TRAFFIC JAM “Highways of Hope” - Informative resources and advocacy materials to
raise awareness and increase involvement
4.) TRAFFIC JAM “Instruments of Change” Signed memorabilia auctions (primarily musical instruments autographed by celebrities)
5.) TRAFFIC JAM “Releases” - Music releases to help fund the release of modern-day
slaves
6.) TRAFFIC JAM “Free Trade Stores” Trading slavery for opportunity through skills
training programs and
online outlets for Internet
commerce
7.) TRAFFIC JAM Projects - Working with trusted
partners around the globe
to provide direct prevention, intervention and
aftercare programs
Sex Slavery/Prostitution - Young women, even
girls as young as five years
old, are trafficked to meet
the demand of the global
sex-trafficking industry.
Some are kidnapped, some are lured with the
promise of jobs, some are sold by their parents. They are abused physically and emotionally until they are broken and no longer have
the will to fight against the demands of their
master.
Child Soldiers/Militias - Around the
world, children between the ages of 3-17 are
being used in military campaigns by both
rebel groups and government forces. According to the Human Rights Watch an estimated
200,000-300,000 children are subjected to the
horrifically violent life of a child soldier.
Bonded Labor/Domestic Servants - In
countries where the average person is subsisting on less than $1 per day, many people fall
prey to human traffickers who lure them with
the promise of a job. Unfortunately they end
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up as slave labor - forced to do everything
from domestic servant hood to hard manual
labor.
There are many ways to help:
• Musicians who already have gigs that
night can tie-in with Traffic Jam.
• Club/venue owners can host an event or
tie - in one that’s already planned
• Friends/fans can help by spreading awareness and/or by donating.
• Businesses can “sponsor” an event or
“pledge” a % of their day’s profits on 11 11 - 11
Any interested parties can e-mail:
woody@woodstock4ever.biz or sign up at
trafficjam.org
The Cleveland episode takes place at
The Hive (formerly the Jigsaw) manager Kim
Schmidt has generously offered their venue
and support. There’s no cover charge, but
donations will be taken at the Hive and online,
before, during & after the show!
The event will kick-off at 7:30 P.M. with
information about child trafficking and its
disastrous results.
Scheduled bands include:
Local Parma area high school students Audio Braille will open from
8 - 8:45 P.M.
A fresh new band from the Little
Fish Records roster Falling Into
Fire will be next from 9:15 - 10
P.M. fallingintofire.com
Lights (Journey Tribute ) from
Canton will headline from 10:30 - ?
lightsconcert.com
The event will be streamed
live through the generosity
of David Sullivan & Terrapin Media www.
terrapinmedia.net with additional links
and promotional support offered by Barbara
Oney C.E.O. / Founder of UNCOMNtv www.
uncomn.tv
Lisa Zaremba from the Parma Chamber
of Commerce is helping in every way she can
and submitting articles to the Parma Sun Post
& Parma Observer.
All these fine people have “donated” their
time and services.
They are also working on other promotional opportunities /possibilities/partnerships
Wayne ‘Woody’ Mesker
Worldstock Entertainment
“In Rock We Trust”
Www.Woodstock4ever.Biz
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BREWIN’ THE BREW
What’s Happening at Cellar Rats
Brewing?
Congratulations to Cellar Rats Brewing
in getting the bottles to the masses! Rat Tail
Ale is the first release from Cellar Rats Brewery to hit store shelves. It went
out through the distributor
in mid September.
With much
anticipation in the
air, the question, when can
we have the
holiday beer?,
has been answered by Sales
and Marketing
Director Joel
Sandrey, “We are
looking at about the
third week of November
for Cellar Rats Festivus Ale
first tapping at the brewery. Everyone
has a ‘Christmas Ale’; we thought we should
be a little different.” Another step in the direction of different is the late release. Managing
partner and brewer, Tony Debevc Jr., told the
North Coast Voice that with the late November release they are more likely to have it on
tap later into December when other venues
are running out of holiday brew.
Stop by for the new Hoppy Hour at
Cellar Rats Brewery every Wednesday in
November and December 5:30 to 8:30! Enjoy

half off Beer Tasting Trays, tour the new
brewery and get 50% off the standard glass
growler to take home.
See Debonne Vineyards ad on the back cover
for address and more info.

More Brew News ……
The 2011 Oktoberfest
Microbrew Competition
held each year at the Berea
fairgrounds saw yet
another Best of Show
award for Brew Kettle
Production Works for
their Rauchtoberfest, a smoked Märzen.
Their Oktoberfest took
2nd place in the classic
Oktoberfest category. In
other news, the White Rajah
IPAis now out in bottles and their
next 6-pack offering will probably
be their Winter Warmer and a new version of
their porter.
The 14th Annual Microbrew Extravaganza to benefit the Free Medical Clinic of
Greater Cleveland will be on Friday, November 11, again at Massimo da Milano on
Cleveland’s near west side. For more info, or
to purchase tickets, go to www.thefreeclinic.
org. This is always a good time. Good food,
good beer, good music, good raffle prizes,
good cause…what more could you want?
Hoppin’ Frog Brewery is celebrating
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their five year anniversary with the release
of their first barley wine, called Barrel Aged
Naked Evil Belgian Barleywine. It is billed as
an “evil concoction of savory flavors and substantial alcohol that is hard to resist.” It is aged
in oak barrels adding a vanilla note to give
it a combination of spicy and savory flavors.
Available now, but in limited quantities, this
one should keep well for aging in your cellar.
Great Lakes Brewing Company
(GLBC) and Mitchell’s Homemade Ice Cream
have partnered on what is expected to be a
phenomenal ice cream flavor for the holiday
season; the two companies were set to release
Christmas Ale Ginger Snap on November
1st for a limited time at GLBC’s Ohio City
location and Mitchell’s five (5) Northeast Ohio
locations. This ice cream partnership is also
a perfect opportunity to welcome Mitchell’s,
which is opening a central production facility
on West 25th Street in Spring 2012, into the
Ohio City neighborhood.
The primary flavor in Christmas Ale Ginger Snap is, of course, GLBC’s Christmas Ale,

a holiday ale brewed with honey and spiced
with fresh ginger and cinnamon. Similar to
repurposing spent brewer’s grain to make
GLBC’s gourmet bread and pretzels, a small
amount of residual Christmas Ale (previously
expelled after the bottle filling process) is
now captured from the filler and supplied to
Mitchell’s. This process helps both companies achieve their philosophies of zero waste.
Mitchell’s then adds fresh organic ginger, a
dash of Vietnamese cinnamon, local honey
and homemade ginger snaps and voila! One
more reason to love the holidays in Cleveland!
Christmas Ale Ginger Snap will be available at GLBC as a dessert and in pints-to-go;
all Mitchell’s locations will feature scoops,
pints and quarts for customers. GLBC and
Mitchell’s have previously partnered on
another ice cream flavor called the Edmund
Fitzgerald Porter Chocolate Chunk, which is
currently available at GLBC.
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Water for Elephants (2011)
Released on Nov. 1st

Sara Gruen’s bestselling novel comes to
glossy life in this period romance. A sparklefree Robert Pattinson plays Jacob Jankowski,
who studies veterinary medicine during the
Great Depression. After a family tragedy,
he loses everything, including the chance to
graduate from prestigious Cornell, so he hops
a train, where he finds himself part of the
struggling Benzini Brothers Circus. Ringleader August (Christoph Waltz, echoing his
Oscar-winning Inglourious Basterds performance) has doubts about the softhearted lad,
but a fellow Pole smoothes the way, and Jacob
becomes the company vet, which leads him
to platinum-blond equestrian Marlena (Reese
Witherspoon), August’s wife.
Against all odds, the veterinary student
and the beautiful circus performer from a
bygone era, meet and fall in love through their
shared compassion for a special elephant. But
their secret romance incurs the wrath of her
dangerously volatile husband.

Crazy, Stupid, Love
Released on Nov. 1st
Crazy, Stupid, Love is a romantic comedy with a big heart--a refreshing change from
its Hangover-laden compatriots, and almost
a throwback to a golden era of romance.
For Crazy, Stupid, Love relies on the sharp

writing by Dan Fogelman (animated hits
like Bolt, Tangled) and the sparkly chemistry
of its cast, led by Steve Carell, Ryan Gosling,
Julianne Moore, and the emerging superstar
Emma Stone. It’s not that the plot is groundbreaking--maybe, in fact, the appeal of Crazy,
Stupid, Love is that it’s all too relatable. Cal
(Carell) is long married to Emily (Moore),
until one day she drops divorce on him, out of
the blue. Stunned, Cal tries to reassemble his
life as a woefully unprepared single guy. Enter
Jacob (Gosling, who’s never been better) as
a happy bachelor whose tips for Cal will be
ones that even the most happily wed female
viewers will secretly want their mates to hear.
Marisa Tomei has a hilarious turn as a temptress who’s way out of Cal’s league. And Stone
is the fresh-faced, fearless young woman who
shakes the confident Jacob’s supposedly solid
world view.
But it’s the interplay between the characters, the true humanness of their emotions-long missing from many contemporary
“romantic comedies”--that set Crazy, Stupid,
Love in a class of its own. Moore is more than
just the weary, accusatory neglected wife-someone who’s never stopped believing in the
spark of love. Gosling could easily be his generation’s Cary Grant--assured, quick-witted,
sly, yet vulnerable. Carell once again shows
his dramatic capabilities on top of his impeccable comic timing. And Stone is a revelation,
lovely, delicate, vulnerable but strong. Crazy,
Stupid, Love will reaffirm the viewer’s belief
in all that’s possible.

Super 8
To be released on Nov 22
Few filmmakers have ever had a
run at the tables like Steven Spielberg,
whose output from 1971’s Sugarland
Express to, say, 1982’s E.T. displayed
an amazingly unforced melding of
huge set pieces and small human
gestures. Even at their most chaotic,
they somehow feel organic. Super 8,
writer-director J.J. Abrams’s authorized
tribute to classic Spielbergisms, hits all of
the marks (Lived-in suburbia backdrop, check.
Awestruck gazes upwards, check. Parental
discord, check. Lens flares, amazingly huge
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check). Set in 1979, Abrams’s script follows
a group of movie-crazy kids attempting to
make a zombie flick, only to have their plans
cut short by a close encounter with a train

rely on honesty and trusting of humankind
allows for a trouble-free existence. Ned may
be utterly lacking in common sense, but he
is their brother and after his girlfriend dumps
him and boots him off the farm, his sisters
once again come to his rescue. As Liz, Emily and Natalie each take a turn at housing
Ned, their brother’s unfailing commitment
to honesty creates more than a few messes in
their comfortable routines. But after seeing
life through Ned’s optimistic perspective, his
family comes to realize that maybe, Ned isn’t
such an idiot after all.

HAPPY HOUR
$).% ).
/.,9

Cowboys & Aliens
To be released Dec. 6th

derailment. As the military pours over the
wreckage and neighbors start disappearing,
the gang realizes that their footage contains a
cameo appearance by an extremely grumpy
guest star. The film is filled with unstoppable
imagination and visual effects to spare.

MON.- FRI 10:30am-7pm
 $/-%34)#3  7%,, $2).+3

30¢ A WING

WEEKENDS

$

7.00 Buckets
of Beer

Musician’s Night 9pm
with Ted Riser!

THUR.

Our Idiot Brother

TUES. & THURS.

WEDS.

DJ or KARAOKE!

To be released on Nov. 29

FRI. NOV. 4 - THE NICK ZUBER BAND

Paul Rudd stars in this witty and highly
relatable comedy about that one family member who is always just a little bit behind the
curve. For sisters Miranda (Elizabeth Banks),
Natalie (Zooey Deschanel), and Liz (Emily
Mortimer) that person is their upbeat brother
Ned, an organic farmer whose willingness to



  

Daniel Craig and Harrison Ford star in
this action-packed sci-fi western from the
director of Iron Man (Jon Favreau) that critics call “wickedly original, unlike anything
you’ve ever seen”. A stranger (Craig) stumbles
into the desert town of Absolution with no
memory of his past and a futuristic shackle
around his wrist. With the help of mysterious
beauty Ella (Olivia Wilde) and the iron-fisted
Colonel Dolarhyde (Ford), he finds himself
leading an unlikely posse of cowboys, outlaws, and Apache warriors against a common
enemy from beyond this world in an epic
showdown for survival.

SAT. NOV. 5 - TED RISER &
The Marshall Band
FRI. NOV. 11 - AGENT 99

 c

&

SAT. NOV. 12
BRICKHOUSE BLUES BAND
FRI. NOV. 18 - THE JiMILLER BAND
SAT. NOV. 19 - RAISED ON ROCK
WED. NOV. 23 - BACK 4 MORE
FRI. NOV. 25 - THE BURNT RIVER BAND
SAT. NOV. 26 - 3 FOLD

 ,AKESHORE "LVD s 7ILLOUGHBY
!T THE INTERSECTION OF ,AKESHORE  ,OST .ATION 2D s   
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WHERE OCCUPY & NO NUKES MERGE---AND WIN!!
By By Harvey Wasserman

The global upheaval that is the Occupy
Movement is hopefully in the process of
changing---and saving---the world.
Through the astonishing power of
creative non-violence, it has the magic and
moxie to defeat the failing forces of corporate greed.
A long-term agenda seems to be emerging: social justice, racial and gender equality,
ecological survival, true democracy, an end
to war, and so much more. “When the power
of love overcomes the love of power,” said
Jimi Hendrix, “the world will know peace.”
Such a moment must come now in the
nick of time, as the corporate ways of greed
and violence pitch us to the precipice of
self-extinction. At that edge sits a sinister
technology, a poisoned cancerous power that
continues to harm us all even as 3 of its cores
melt and spew at Fukushima. Atomic energy,
the so-called “Peaceful Atom”, has failed on
all fronts. Once sold as “too cheap to meter,”
it’s now the world’s most expensive electric
generator.
Once embraced as a corporate bonanza,
it cannot obtain private liability insurance.

Blending The Traditional Ways
With The Modern!
We Are Not Your Normal
Coffee & Tea Shop or Health Store.

Featuring Hot & Iced
Blended Coffees and
Chai Smoothies, Loose
Teas such as White,
Rooibos, Guarana,
Ginsing & Yerba Mate,
Chia Seeds for Hydration,
Weight Loss
& Controlling Sugar Levels.
WE HAVE

Chia Seeds
AS SEEN ON OPRAH!

6432 North Ridge Rd.
(Rt.20) • Madison
(440) 428-0575
or 866-428-0575

www.naturalremi-teas.com
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Once hyped as the world’s energy savior,
it cannot attract private investment.
Once worshipped as a technology of
genius, it cannot clean up its own radioactive
messes.
Once described as the “magic bullet”
that could power the Earth, it’s now the lethal
technology threatening to destroy it.
The non-violent campaign against this
agent of the apocalypse has helped raise the
use of peaceful mass action to an entirely new
level.
In the wake of the movements for labor
unions, nuclear disarmament, civil rights--including minorities, women and gays---peace
in Southeast Asia, and more, the messages of
Eugene V. Debs, Dorothy Day, Martin Luther
King and so many great apostles of non-violence have become part of an emerging new
culture.
For decades, the No Nukes campaign
has conducted hundreds of demonstrations
involving thousands of arrests in dozens of
countries. Violence has been renounced and
almost entirely avoided. Injuries have been
present but minimal. There’s been at least one
murder, that of the anti-nuclear activist Karen
Silkwood. But overall, given the magnitude
of the movement over more than 40 years of
confrontation, individual casualties have been
slight.
And the accomplishments have been historic. Whereas Richard Nixon once promised
1000 US reactors by the year 2000, there are
now 104. These dangerous relics are now under attack, especially at Vermont Yankee and
Indian Point, New York.
Worldwide we have seen Germany

For Sale
Oscar Schmidt
Autoharp
%<@<G877<G<BAP+''0
21 chords, acoustic or electric
pick-up, digital fine tuning feature.

$500.
Call Cat

renounce atomic energy and commit to renewables. Siemens, once a corporate nuclear
flagship, has turned instead toward Solartopian
technologies. Like Japan, now horribly contaminated by Fukushima, Switzerland, Italy,
Spain and others are following suit.
But the final fight remains to be won.
While pouring billions into cornering the
global solar market, China is still poised to
build some 30 reactors. India, Britain, Korea
and a few others are also toying with more.
But especially in the wake of Fukushima, they
are not a done deal.
In the United States, the key is to deny
the nuclear industry the federal funding
without which it can’t build new reactors. And
here is where the Occupy and No Nukes
movements intersect. Wall Street has actually
retreated, and will not finance new commercial reactors.
So the industry has gone straight to the
White House and Congress to force taxpayers
to underwrite new construction loans. In the
past decade reactor backers have spent more
than $60 million per year lobbying Congress
and the White House to get this money. With
no such budget, the national No Nukes movement has been defeating these give-aways.
Now comes the turning point; in 2011,
for the first time, solar and wind are being recognized by mainstream economists as cheaper
than new nukes. And renewables overall in
the United States generate more usable power
than operating reactors.
If we can hold off these loan guarantees
for another year or two, and shut some older
reactors like Vermont Yankee and Indian
Point, the dam will break, and the corporate
impetus to build new reactors may finally go
away. Atomic energy is, after all, a means of
centralizing power in corporate hands. But
there is only so far the one-percenters can ride
a dead horse, especially if it’s radioactive.
Our struggle then comes with fighting to
keep the Solartopian conversion in the people’s hands. We will love defeating fossil and
nuclear fuels. But we want to guarantee our
energy supply---even if it’s driven by the wind
and sun---is controlled by the community, not
the corporations. And here is where Occupy/
No Nukes can jump the power of democracy
to a whole new level.
Human society is on the brink of its most

significant technological conversion ever.
Green power will be a multi-trillion-dollar
industry, outstripping even computers and the
internet.
But who will own the sun? Will the
corporations again monopolize a nascent
revolution?
Or can the Occupy and No Nukes movements keep this technology decentralized, with
the power Mother Earth gives us resting in the
hands of the people?
In this struggle, longevity is the key. The
grassroots No Nukes campaign is some four
decades young and going strong. Every few
years the corporate media runs features about
how it has died and gone away, and they have
always been wrong. We will not disappear
until the nukes do.
The same must be the case for Occupy.
Any day now the Foxists will proclaim the
movement dead and failed. It will be nonsense. But in the long term, it’s up to us to
prove them wrong. All the bright futures
above come true only if we stay with it as long
as it takes. At the intersection of No Nukes
& Occupy, we know that true democracy can
only come when our energy supply is owned
by the people. A grassroots-based energy supply is at the core of a sustainable Solartopian
future.
In the 1970s a grassroots movement led
by the Clamshell Alliance nonviolently occupied a reactor site at Seabrook, New Hampshire, and sparked a global green powered
revolution whose completion may be in sight.
This year the Occupy movement took to
Wall Street, and has exploded into a global
democratic revolution with unbound potential. There are innumerable hurdles along
the way. But as these two movements flow
together like a mighty stream, let them wash
away forever the corporate plague of atomic
energy, and free at last the path to a democratized, green-powered Earth.
-Harvey Wasserman’s SOLARTOPIA! OUR
GREEN-POWERED EARTH is at www.
harveywasserman.com along with HARVEY
WASSERMAN’S HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES. His SOLARTOPIA GREEN
POWER HOUR is podcast from www.talktainmentradio.com.
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Resistance to Gratitude: Why Isn’t the Law of Attraction Working For Me?
By Margaret Paul, Ph.D.
Most of us know that expressing heartfelt
gratitude is a powerful way to raise our frequency and connect with our spiritual Guidance. Yet many people rarely or never express
gratitude, and when they do, it is more rote
than truly heartfelt.
In a phone session with Deb, one of my
clients, we were talking about this very issue.
She was telling me how much trouble she has
ever feeling gratitude.
“Deb, there must be a good reason you
have problems feeling gratitude for what you
have - your health, your home, work you love,
your relationship, and your friends. What do
you think is in the way of feeling grateful for
what you have?”
“My life does not meet my image of what
I thought my life would be like. I thought I’d
have much more money, and live in a much
bigger home. I thought I’d be able to travel
more.”
“So until your life fits the image you
created when you were younger, you can’t feel
grateful for what you have?”
“Right. I just can’t find the feeling of gratitude. I feel resentful that I don’t have what I
want.”

The law of attraction states that “Like attracts like.” Manifesting what we want comes
from being in a high frequency of gratitude
for what we have and the joy and excitement
of moving ourselves toward what we want.
Resentment has a low frequency, which keeps
us disconnected from our ability to manifest
our dreams.
“Deb, you have done enough reading
about the law of attraction to know that you
cannot manifest what you want from the low
frequency of resentment. Yet you seem so
resistant to gratitude, and you are telling me
that you cannot feel gratitude because your
life doesn’t fit your image of your dreams.
Can you see how you are keeping yourself
from being able to manifest your dreams,
keeping yourself stuck where you are by your
resistance?”
“Now that you say this, I can see it. I’ve
always wondered why I can’t feel grateful for
what I have, as I know that I have a lot. Now
I understand that I’ve been so attached to my
image of what I thought my life would be like
that I’m not enjoying what I do have.”
Deb is not alone in being so attached to her
image of her life that she is missing the joy of
her life.

Are you so attached to your life being
“perfect” that you are missing the joy of the
moment? Are you living in the past regarding
your image of your life rather than fully living
your life right now?
Being in heartfelt gratitude means that
you stop focusing on what you don’t have and
start focusing on what you do have and on
what you want for yourself in the future.
Are you trying to “control” your life
from your ego wounded self who believes
that resentment will somehow get you want
you want? It is vitally important for you to
understand that your “frequency” has everything to do with manifestation. Feelings like
anxiety, depression, anger and resentment
have a low frequency, while gratitude, love,
excitement and joy have a high frequency. We

connect with Spirit only in a high frequency.
The manifestation gurus state that manifesting
results from repeatedly visualizing what you
want with positive emotion. I know this to be
true from my own personal experience.
Gratitude is one of the most positive emotions
we have. Start today to move out of the negative circle of focusing with anxiety and resentment on what you don’t have and instead
focus on what you do have and what you want
with gratitude, excitement and joy!
Margaret Paul, Ph.D. is a best-selling author of 8 books and co-creator of the powerful
Inner Bonding® healing process, featured on
Oprah. Ready to join the thousands who have
healed their pain and discovered their joy?
Visit www.innerbonding.com for more articles
and help. Phone Sessions Available.

Follow us on
Facebook

Fri. Nov. 11
Star Lite Lounge
9pm -1am
Mon. Nov. 21
Beachland Ballroom
8pm
Our CD “Debut De La Fin”
is now available on itunes!
For more info visit:
www.reverbnation.com
Watch For The CD Release Party!
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Fast, Reliable Turnover
for Working Musicians

If You Can Dream It,
I Can Build It.

Custom Designs
Guitars
Basses
Acoustic
Electric
Mandolins
Double Necks
Harp Guitars
Major Repairs
“The Dreamcaster”
Restorations
Custom built
Refinishing
for Brian Henke
Refretting
Intonation Adjustments
Acoustic Pickup Installs

FALL SPECIAL
$

00
10
OFF
ANY REPAIR
With mention of
this ad.

Patrick Podpadec
Luthier

440.474-2141
ppodpadec@roadrunner.com
www.wood-n-strings.net

Sat, Nov. 19th
The Player's Club
Lost Nation Aiport
9:00 til Midnight
Sat, Dec. 17th
Hooley House in Mentor
9:00 til Midnight
Sat, Jan. 14th, 2012
The Wing Warehouse
9:00 til Midnight
Abbey Rodeo is now on Facebook!

www.Abbeyrodeo.com
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By Luthier Patrick Podpadec
As I write this article the weather is
changing rapidly. It’s in the lower 30’s and the
hint of winter is right around the corner. I’m
not a big winter fan but I do like the changes
of the seasons. It makes me put all of my stuff
into storage for winter.
This year I took it to a new level. I
bought a portable garage 13x 20x 12 ft high.
Both ends open up so you could drive a car,
boat, camper, or small motor home through it.
You’re probably wondering what this has to
do with guitar repair. Well, of course after I
set it up (it took
about a day) I
started to realize
the potential that
it had to become
another work
space or better
yet, “A Shop”.
I have always
needed a space
where I could
cut, sand or rout
large projects.
All of these procedures usually
create a lot of
sawdust, which
in not good for
my repair shop.
So here I
go; I bought this
unit on sale at
Tractor Supply
for 400.00 and
then put a wood floor in it for about 100.00,
insulated the sides and ceiling with ½” rigid
foam board for 225.00. I built 6 ft. tall side
walls from 1/2” osb plywood (had a lot of
scrap 2x4s that an old friend had gotten me)
and built a bench along one side and all of
my larger tools, planer, band saw, table saw,
etc. goes along the other side. All of this with
some basic wiring and 30 amp service with
a 220 line was built for under $1000.00 I
have a propane heater for winter and only use
it when I need it I have plenty of room for
wood storage. It is so cool! I always had put
off the idea of building a permanent structure
because of the cost, permits and all of the
work. This portable “garage” gives me the

opportunity to do what I need to do and still be
able to move it (if I ever have to) in about a
two day disassembly time. This is where I will
be able to cut all of my pieces and parts for
my instruments so that I can assemble them in
my “clean shop”.
It’s time to get back to guitar fixing.
This week a violin came in that was owned
by an older gentleman (92, God bless him)
to get some strings put on it. I noticed it had a
broken neck near the body joint and had been
repaired once a long time ago (on the inside

there was a tag that said “rebuilt” 1947 in
Cleveland). Well, the repair had come loose
some time ago and I didn’t want to charge the
man much because I was more interested in
having him play it one more time before he
couldn’t anymore. The instrument was, in my
opinion, a good student level violin so I felt
the type of repair that I chose was to be quick,
effective and cheap. I glued it back together so
that the angle was correct and then inserted a
hardwood dowel through the neck heel. This is
not the normal procedure that I would perform
on a violin, but because of the circumstances
surrounding the repair, I thought it was o.k.
As I started to put it back together there were
other noticeable problems. The small ebony
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bridge under the tailpiece need to be glued (no
big deal) then the tuning pegs were so worn
out that they couldn’t be salvaged. I replaced
and fitted them with new ebony pegs and
when I went to string it up I noticed that the
back needed to be glued on both sides of the
lower bout. This was not visible until I had
put on the strings and brought it up to tension.
The string pressure revealed the loose body.
After all of this, I finally got to play it and was
pleasantly surprised at the tone and good playability of the violin. It also made me happy
to know I fixed all of
the problems for just
$60.00. The new strings
cost me 25.00 (so the
repairs only came to
$35.00) I just hope the
gentleman can get a few
more songs out of it .
This repair could and
should of cost much
more, but I was happy
to do it for that price.
My point is that it is
more important to me
to have a customer that
can play their instruments than the cost; I
sacrifice cost when I
feel that it is appropriate
(especially for young
children just starting
out and the elderly that
are on fixed incomes).
Please don’t hesitate
to have an instrument evaluated for a repair
because you might be pleasantly surprised.
I would like to remind everyone to take
a look at my website (wood-n-strings.net)
and look at some of my other repairs. I have
recently updated some of the content and continue adding new informative material all the
time. You can also sign up for my newsletter
and join the community listed under the home
page tab. This allows you to interact with
your Facebook friends to let them know about
cool guitar stuff, musical events, and to share
pictures too. Hope to see you there!
Thanks Again! Patrick form Wood-n-Strings
and Liam Guitars
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~ Nightwalkers continued from Page 3
roll University radio station, WJCU (88.7 FM
or wjcu.org over the Internet stream).
I caught up with “Madcat” Marty
recently and had the opportunity to ask him
a few questions. Always a colorful character
with plenty to say, Marty was at no loss for
answers:
VOICE: Where did you get your love of
music?
MARTY: My mother, she played the accordion for me when I was little, and also played
the radio when I was in the crib. She played
a mean radio. Everything from R&B, rock n’
roll, to classical. Quite a variety. Plus I got
the music ear from my uncles Larry and Fred
when I was a little kid. My grandfather had
a grocery store in North Olmsted back in the
50’s and Fred would baby sit me in the back
of the store spinning all of his 45’s, doo wop,
rock n’ roll, and R&B. My uncle Larry played
the piano, started at five and was already playing the Hungarian Rhapsody. Backwards.
VOICE: At what age did you start to play?
MARTY: Eight years old beginning with the
accordion, but throughout my life I experimented with the drums, six and twelve string
acoustic guitar, piano & Hammond B3, blues
harp and finally settled in and focused on the
bass. Now I’m considering going back to the
blues harp. Life is a smorgasbord. Get it and
do it while you can, before you end up in a
can.
VOICE: Who inspired you musically?
MARTY: My uncle Larry “Roy” Bender, he
was the professional musician. A Hammond
B3 player. I couldn’t tell him apart from Jimmy McGriff, Jimmy Smith or Jack McDuff.
He had played locally with George Benson, sat
in with Jimmy Smith and many others, back
in the early seventies. I cannot negate Johnny
Winter either. He had a tremendous influence
in igniting my wild fire passion for the blues it started with the album Johnny Winter Live
and... (with Rick Derringer) back in 1970.
Marty Puljic has the blues down to his
soul, but like others of our generation, as a
teen he was enamored of the contemporary
rock of the day - Ten Years After, Santana,
Credence Clearwater Revival, Neil Young,
and the Eagles. One day his uncle Larry took
him aside and pointed out his natural affinity
for the blues. His organ-playing uncle told
him, “That’s why you like the Rolling Stones,
R&B, and the Yardbirds so much- you have
the soul and natural ear for it.” For Marty it
was a revelation – he was meant to play the
blues.
Already accomplished at the accordion,
piano, organ, and guitar, Marty gravitated toward the bass because “I have to play with the
deepest part and meaning of my soul. I learned
the bass from listening to my uncle’s footpedal work and his lightning ‘Jimmy Smith’
left hand.” Basically self-taught, he also ad-
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mired the hard-rocking techniques of Ronnie
Lane (Rod Stewart and Faces), Mel Schacher
(Grand Funk) and Jack Bruce (Cream).
Puljic has applied all of these powerful
and distinct styles to form his own bass sound,
and over the years has played with a multitude
of Cleveland-based bands – Dennis Chandler
and the Stratophonics, Memory Lane, Tower
City Blues Band, Ted Riser, PT and the Blues
Cruisers, and his own band, the Bleeding
Heart Blues Band. He’s rubbed elbows with
some heavy hitters, notably Bo Diddley and
B.B. King, and on any given night of the week
can be found at a blues jam somewhere in the
city, lending his talents, or regaling the crowd
with one of the million stories he has to tell.
Ken Bettinger (keyboards, trumpet,
vocals) is the newest member of the Nightwalkers, and his talents are bringing a new
dimension to the band’s sound. He is active in
the National Honor Guard and plays trumpet
with the Army band. He also plays with the
Motown band, Sight and Sound.
Ken says he was hooked on music after
the first time he heard
the Beatles “Abbey
Road” as a kid. He
was inspired by his
grandfather, who
was a multi-instrumentalist and singer,
accomplished at the
banjo, fiddle, bass,
piano, and harmonica.
Grandpa recorded
an album of square
dance music back
in the 60’s and Ken
was lucky enough to
play a few gigs with
him before he passed
away about ten years
ago.
Bettinger
started playing the
trumpet at about age
ten, but switched
to the keyboard in college when he realized
“trumpet gigs were harder to get!” He lists his
musical inspirations as three of the best – the
great Oscar Peterson, Jimmy Smith, and Bill
Evans.
Although Jeff Hurd and Mike Blazey
form the core of the Nightwalkers, over the
years they have had the good fortune to work
with some of the finest keyboard and bass
players around. Keyboardist and vocalist
Steve Masek from the Sultans of Bing, Joe
“Keyes” Hengesbaugh from the Byron Nemeth Band, bass player John Vrabel, formerly
with Becky Boyd and Real Life, and David
McDougal from the Waterband have all done
a stint with the Nightwalkers, and their invaluable contributions do not go unacknowledged.
All four members of the Nightwalkers
are active in the Cleveland Blues Society, of
which Marty Puljic is the current Vice-President. Last year Jeff Hurd was the host of the
annual fundraiser for the Society at Wilbert’s

downtown, and his band mates are always
ready to help out the cause.
With the struggling economy, gigs are
sometimes hard to come by these days. The
Nightwalkers began with an east-of-Cleveland
emphasis, playing the winery circuit. But the
Ponzi scheme scandal that closed some of
those wineries cost them a lot of work, and
they have yet to break back into that circuit.
For the past ten years, the band has
concentrated their efforts on the near west side
of Cleveland, playing places like Smedley’s
near Kamm’s Corners, and the Parkview on
West 58th. But their status may be shifting
again soon, as three out of four of the current
members live east of the city. (Jeff resides in
Cleveland, Mike lives in Willoughby Hills,
Marty is from Russell Township, and Ken
lives in Solon.)
A true bluesman has to pay his dues,
and when the Nightwalkers are not playing the
blues, they are working at their various day
jobs to make ends meet. Jeff Hurd is a “stringer” for Research Investment Inc.; he works in
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www.tomtoddmusic.com
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document retrieval, searching public library
files for scientific research for major corporations like DuPont and BP, to aid in their
development of new products. Mike Blazy is a
postal carrier, Marty Puljic a graphic designer
and automobile salesman, and Ken Bettinger
is an educator.
The Nightwalkers will be celebrating
their fifteen year anniversary on Saturday,
November 19th, at the Glenwillow Grille,
in Glenwillow Village, on the southern end
of Solon. The opening of the restaurant and
tavern in 2005 has been instrumental in the
resurrection of the part of town that had been
long out of use. Here is a chance for blues
fans to watch a first-rate band of seasoned
professionals do their stuff. Come on out and
celebrate fifteen years of brewin’ the blues
with the Nightwalkers!
Glenwillow Grille, 29765 Pettibone Road,
Glenwillow, 44139.
(phone 440-766-0100)
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Paisley, Gill, Urban pay Tribute
to Campbell
Brad Paisley, Vince Gill and Keith Urban
will pay tribute to Glen Campbell during the
45th Annual CMA Awards next week.
The awards, hosted by Paisley and Carrie
Underwood, air live from the Bridgestone
Arena in Nashville, Wednesday, Nov. 9 on
ABC.
Campbell was named both CMA Entertainer and Male Vocalist of the Year in 1968
and was inducted into the Country Music
Hall of Fame in 2005. The performer has sold
more than 45 million albums and recorded
such classic hits as Wichita Lineman, Gentle
On My Mind, Galveston, By the Time I Get
to Phoenix, Southern Nights and Rhinestone
Cowboy.
His guitar prowess is featured on the
Beach Boys’ seminal album “Pet Sounds”
and on Frank Sinatra’s Strangers in the Night.

Earlier this year, Campbell announced he had
been diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease. He
is in the midst of his successful Goodbye Tour
after releasing his final album, the criticallyacclaimed “Ghost on the Canvas.”

McCreery, Shelton Top Charts
Scotty McCreery continued leading the
Billboard Country Albums chart with “Clear
As Day” for the week ending Nov. 5. Blake
Shelton topped the Country Songs chart with
God Gave Me You.
Eli Young Band was second on the songs
chart with Crazy Girl, switching spots with
George Strait and Here for a Good Time.
Baggage Claim by Miranda Lambert jumped
from nine to four, one ahead of Sparks Fly by
Taylor Swift, which was up two.
Jason Aldean reached the top 10 with
Tattoos on This Town, up 1. The Band Perry
moved from 20 to 17 with All Your Life.

Kenny Chesney jumped from 28 to 22 with
Reality. Edens Edge was up 3 to 26 with
Amen. Brad Paisley’s Camouflage moved up
6 to 27. Dierks Bentley’s new single, Home,
stood at 30, up 5.
On the album chart, Lady Antebellum
was second with “Own the Night,” changing
places with Lauren Alaina and “Wildflower.”
The “Footloose” soundtrack was up two to
fourth with Aldean’s “My Kinda Party” again
fifth. Montgomery Gentry debuted at nine
with “Rebels on the Run.”
The “Country Strong” soundtrack was at 30,
up 3.
On the Bluegrass Chart, Alison Krauss &
Union Station once again topped the list with
“Paper Airplane” with Steve Martin and the
Steep Canyon Rangers second with “Rare Bird
Alert.” Sarah Jarosz was third with “Follow
Me Down,” changing places with Bentley’s
“Up on the Ridge.” The “O Brother, Where

Art Thou?” deluxe edition was fifth.
On the overall top 200 chart, McCreery was
3rd, Lady A 7th, Alaina 10th, “Footloose” 14th
and Aldean 17th.

Richie Slates Country Duets Disc
Lionel Richie will release “Tuskegee,”
his country duets album, in March on Mercury
Nashville, after debuting songs on the national
broadcast of the 45th Annual Country Music
Association Awards on Nov. 9. During the
broadcast Richie will perform select duets of
his runaway hits with Little Big Town, Darius
Rucker and Rascal Flatts.
“As my songwriting progressed, I realized that my songs perfectly translated to the
country genre,” he said. Conway Twitty, for
example, sang Three Times a Lady. “I was
born and raised in Tuskegee, Ala. I am a country boy and proud of it. To do this project just
felt natural,” he said.
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“Growing up with country, R&B, gospel, and
classical music from my grandmother and
pop, Tuskegee was the perfect melting pot for
my influences as a writer,” he says, “and the
title, ‘Tuskegee,’ is a validation of my growing
up there-the place I call home.”
“What began as a collaboration of talented people ended up being a great group of
friends getting together to make great music,”
Richie said. “Tuskegee is a state of mind as it
is a place...a place of possibility, hope, promise, self-empowerment, and where dreams
come true.”
Songs on the CD are:
1. You Are” with Blake Shelton
2. “Say You, Say Me” with Jason Aldean
3. “Stuck On You” with Darius Rucker
4. “Deep River Woman” with Little Big Town
5. “My Love” with Kenny Chesney
6.”Dancing On The Ceiling” with Rascal
Flatts
7. “Hello” with Jennifer Nettles
8. “Sail On” with Tim McGraw
9. Endless Love” with Shania Twain
10. “Just For You” with Billy Currington
11. “Lady” with Kenny Rogers
12. “Easy” with Willie Nelson
13. “All Night Long” with Jimmy Buffett
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The Three Musketeers

Summit Entertainment PG13 110 min
OK gang it’s time for a little guilty pleasure.
As you know I won’t look at any other
reviews until I’ve finished but after I’d settled
on a grade for this one I looked at the Critic to
Viewer ratio.
Though I certainly didn’t expect a love
fest, I was surprised to see how badly the critics hated this one. Oh, to be sure, I understand
why, but gee whiz…
Actually, even though it’s been used more
times than Rick James’ crack pipe, the story is
one of the easiest of all time to hammer into
an entertaining f movie.
And surprisingly enough, director Paul W
S Anderson (not Ghoulardi’s kid) known for
his film adaptations of videogames and uberbore PSANDORUM has actually managed
to cobble together a couple decent hours of
entertainment.
You know the drill. With the young and
feckless king Louis XIII on the throne of
France the evil Cardinal (Richelieu Christoph
Waltz) is pulling the strings of power.
Three royal guardsmen Athos Porthos and
Aramis (not to be confused with Donatello
Raphael and Michelangelo) are unceremoniously booted from their position.
Here, as in many versions, the three are
accompanied by D’Artagnan, the boy wonder,
and will respond to some injustice or treachery
and once again save France.
But, as I said, the critics hate it. Well
the acting really isn’t very good, never rising
above what’s found on the CW network.
The three main musketeers have British
accents (they usually do) and D’Artagnan (Logan Lerman) sounds like he’s from Van Nuys.
Even the usually excellent Waltz seems to
be hamstrung by the writers. Also the plot
against the king involving Lord Buckingham
and a fleet of 18th century flying battleships
is pretty ridiculous.
C’ est la vie. Even with mediocre acting
and embarrassingly silly storyline, I noticed
that 45 minutes in I wasn’t bored or annoyed.
Quite the opposite. This thing is actually a
great deal of fun, especially if you’re up for a
whole lot of swashbuckling. Oh, sure it’s rife
with clichés short on originality and lacking

any great performances but all those
elements that make for
a fun yarn are there.
It’s a hook that never
really changes over
the years and never
really gets old.
I started out with C-,
went to C to C+ and
settled on

BIn Time

20th Century
Fox PG13 109
min
Sometimes
you can take
a story that’s
been told a
thousand times

and
still wring some
fun out of it. THE THREE MUSKETEERS
was one of those.
Other times you can take a fairly fresh and
innovative idea and completely miss the mark.
That’s what happened with IN TIME.
At first glance one might have a déjà vu
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bringing up memories of BLADE RUNNER
or LOGANS RUN, but it’s soon apparent that
those comparisons are slim.
Yes, it’s a futuristic and dystopian view of the
world and yes it has to something to do with
time.
The idea is that somewhere in the future, a
long time I’m guessing, some evil entrepreneur has figured out a way to give and take
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time from human beings. You are issued one
year to live after the age of 25. It’s given in
increments of hours and minutes to use as you
will. Since people now are paid (and pay) in
this way, time actually is money. Everyone
has a glowing credit balance that glows on the
forearm to let the world know just how long
it will be before you die. Out of time out of
luck. Hours can be traded stolen bought sold
or gambled. Oh, one more thing. You get this
Day-Glo debit account when you turn 25 years
of old and from that moment on you’ll look 25
for as long as you live.
What this means is that the rich (hey everybody hates the rich nowadays) can live as long
as they care to while the proletariat back in the
poor zones struggle to make do with the one
measly year.
Got it? Did you catch the not so subtle political sermon? Good.
Justin Timberlake (yeah I know) is Will Salas
who, after his mom runs out of time running
to meet him, takes on a quest to bring this evil
system to its knees.
The main bad guys are the Timekeepers, some
Nazi inspired police and of course the kajillionaire that created the evil empire. By the
way his rebellious daughter Sylvia is the Maid
Marian to Timberlake’s Robin Hood. Make
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sense? Hell no but hey, it’s called science fiction for a reason. So I’m on board and at least
partly interested in the weird setup. Well it’s
not long before little things start to bother me.
First, since we’re set in a society so advanced
that this life for time technology can be
zapped into every citizen, why then are they
still driving what seems to be 1965 Chryslers?
And one might wonder why the future still
looks like Cleveland? And how can Sylvia
the female lead (Amanda Seyfried) run at full
sprint wearing six inch spike heels?
To be honest the bizarre plot didn’t bother
me as much as the cheesy effects, bad acting,
clumsy dialog, and ham handed socialist message.
Post script:
I read that author Harlan Ellison who wrote
“Repent Harlequin! Said the Ticktockman”
filed a plagiarism suit against the producers of
IN TIME.
I suggest that the revered Mr. Ellison may not
want his name associated with this dog.
I promised Nick, at the Lake Cinema ticket
counter (who loved it) that I’d blame him if I
didn’t. Sorry Nick.

C-
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In Honor of Metal Day 11-11-11
CD Review of Anthrax lastest release WORSHIP MUSIC
By Peter Roche
Anthrax spent a majority of the 1990s fighting for
relevance in a changing sonic
landscape. Today, the band
has renewed their bid for
metal dominance by dispatching with ulterior motives and
going back to what they do
best—thrashing. Ironically,
they found relevance by calling off their search for it; their
latest CD boasts a band rocking out harder (and faster) than
ever because its players are no
longer distracted by externalities. They’ve re-embraced a
fundamental truth within
themselves, and it sounds
absolutely killer. After all,
Anthrax was brutal musical
brainstorm of a couple hairy
ne’er-do-wells dreaming of
superstardom—but who spent
most of their nascent years in
squalor, eating “bologna on
hand” while writing guitar
riffs.
The guys are dining well
these days, thank you—but that spiritual hunger lingers. Anthrax was always the uppity
little brother band of the more commercially
successful Metallica, a group of keep-it-real
buds who weren’t too cool for Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtle flying-V guitars or surfer shorts,
and who experimented with rap-metal (“I’m
the Man,” “Bring the Noise”) before the style
became cliché. But even when Anthrax was
down, Ian and friends never quit their musical
vision. Maybe it’s the Bronx blood in them;
that kind of integrity never goes out of style.
The band was at (another) crossroads following the release of their acclaimed 2003 album We’ve Come for You All. The New York
bashers had already survived lineup changes,
with lead guitarist Dan Spitz and longtime
singer Joey Belladonna jumping ship just prior
the grunge tsunami swept through the metal
world, the Biblical tide effectively killing the
careers of all but the strongest headbangers.
The stopgap remix album Greater of Two Evils
allowed the quintet to reminisce, revisiting
classic songs from the Belladonna and (origi-
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to be the next voice of
Anthrax. But Nelson was
also jettisoned by August
2009, his pink slip issued
due in part to illness.
Turns out the next
(and possibly greatest)
chapter in Anthrax history
was already a few pages
deep—having been written in Cleveland, Ohio,
when Ian and Benante
attended a private soiree
celebrating Metallica’s
induction into the Rock
and Roll Hall of Fame.
The guest list at the
secret House of Blues
party—held the eve prior
to the induction—included
friends, family, fellow
musicians, and producers
who figured into Metallica’s long and prosperous
career. Ian and Benante,
who’d shared studio space
and sleeping accommodations with James Hetfield
nal vocalist)
Neil Turbin
eras with
John Bush
(ex-Armored
Saint) at the
mic for the
last time.
Belladonna
returned in
2005-07 for
a successful tour that
celebrated
the Anthrax
golden years,
with cuts
from the seminal Among the Living dominating the set. But
when the time came to go back in the studio,
Belladonna bailed again. Bush had already
moved on with his career, so band founders
Scott Ian (rhythm guitar) and Charlie Benante
(drums) tapped Devilize singer Dan Nelson

and Lars Ulrich in the early days, found
themselves elbow-to-elbow at the bar discussing their futures. The Anthrax boys thought
Ulrich was kidding when he suggested a
monster metal package tour featuring the four
biggest names in the genre: Metallica, Slayer,
Megadeth, and Anthrax.
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Belladonna was lured back for the historic “Big 4” shows in Europe and the United
States in 2010-11 and put his pipes on the
tracks already recorded for the next Anthrax
album. It was providence all over again. Worship Music went from demo without a voice
to a hotly-anticipated comeback album. Ian
thanked fans for their patience by releasing
the first single, “Fight ‘em Til You Can’t,”
gratis via the band’s website. The melodic,
hyper-speed tune is ostensibly about outlasting
zombies in a post-apocalyptic world (whose
demise is prefaced by a George Romero-esque
Night of the Living Dead radio announcement)—but the verses could just was well be
applied to Anthrax and their three-decades of
persistence.
And if the cover of Worship Music looks
familiar, that’s because it was inked by comic
book illustrator Alex Ross, who created the
WHCFYA sleeve. Indeed, the new artwork
looks like an orange-hued version of the
purple-tinged art from ’03—only this time
the centralized Anthrax “A” pentagram is
surrounded by ghouls (an additional image in
the Worship jacket shows band members grappling with zombie versions of themselves).
It’s just a touch of old to usher in the new; a

piece of visual consistency to wrap the music
of a rejuvenated band.
The ninety-second long “Worship” is but
an instrumental prelude to “Earth on Hell,”
the album’s first proper song—and a slamming one at that. Boasting Ian’s trademark
staccato riffing and a pummeling groove laid
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by Benante and Frank Bello (bass), the tune
sets the pace for things to come, musically
and thematically. Buzz-saw guitars flood both
left and right sides of the stereo field, with
the Anthrax rhythm section blitzing through
the center with Belladonna’s wail riding atop
the mix. Lead guitarist Rob Caggiano tosses
lighting bolt leads into the fray, coloring his
tone with wah-wah and reverb as appropriate.
Both “Earth” and “Fight ‘em” are uplifting,
put-up-your-dukes underdog anthems that will
appeal to individuals on crusade as well as
stadium masses; they’re rockers ready-made
for gymnasium boom-boxes and basketball
arenas alike.
Twin guitar attack has always been an
essential part of the Anthrax sound (owing
to Ian’s mentors in Iron Maiden and Judas
Priest), and Worship furthers that tradition
brilliantly. “The Devil You Know” explodes
into existence with Benante’s cymbals ringing
and Ian’s left hand dancing over a hypnotic
start-stop riff. Belladonna—who’s never
sounded better—condemns hypocrisy and
urges listeners to “let the right one in” when
torn between the angels and demons on their
shoulders. “I’m Alive” examines the not-solatent evil of politics and televangelism, with
Belladonna’s narrator encouraging “sheep” to
get in line.
Fittingly, Worship contains a pair of tribute tunes and a couple interlude “hymns.” The
seven-minute eulogy “In the End” commemorates both Ronnie James Dio (who died last
year) and Pantera guitarist Dimebag Darrell,
who guested on the Anthrax releases Stomp
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442 and Volume 8: The Threat is Real before
his 2004 murder onstage in Columbus. The
music slowly coalesces, with a cello interlude
and church bells ringing us into the solemn
service—but soon we’re doing double-time,
with Belladonna thanking his fallen heroes for
“tearing our heads off,” “paving the way,” and
“making our dreams come true.” A second
interlude—a thirty-second drum bit featuring
Benante’s military snare—counts us into “Judas Priest,” a melodic homage to the British
band of the same name.
“Crawl” borrows vestiges of grunge,
building to a noisy climax about pain and endurance before dissolving in a warble of reverberated drums at the fade-out. “The Constant”
sets Ian’s and Caggiano’s guitars galloping
under Belladonna’s ode to being “lost in the
moment” and “caught in the current” of everyday life. Album-capper “Revolution Screams”
is one of those slap-in-the-face kiss-offs that
should end every proper metal album (a la
Metallica’s “Damage, Inc.” and “Dyer’s Eve,”
or Slayer’s “Raining Blood”). Undisputedly
pugnacious, it’s nevertheless a rallying cry for
justice and hope in harsh times—a hard-hitting
prayer that the “guilty will pay” and truth will
be found.
A “hidden track” lies buried at the end
of the album. Clocking in some five minutes
after “Revolution,” a cover of “New Noise”
(by hardcore Swedish band The Refused) finds
Anthrax blowing off some extra steam.
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My Cosmic Policy!
There must be something in the water or
maybe the air because lately there seems to be
a sudden increase of stupid negativity going
around and it’s really starting to get annoying.

a single bound.
Look! Up in the sky! It’s a bird! It’s a plane!
It’s... Super Midol Man!
Sheesh!

Maybe it’s a new strange bird flu virus like
Bohemian Waxed Wing Vulture Flee Influenza or something stupid like that!
All I know is that lately I’ve found myself in
a cluster of gloomy individuals who force me
into conversations I really don’t want to be in,
or don’t give a rat’s ass about, and even if I
pretend to be busy and walk away they follow
me, or just talk louder!
Then there’s the repeater, if it only takes 2
minutes to spew out insults or some other
form of verbal abuse they just repeat it 5
times so it will take at least 10 minutes of my
time!
The really fun ones are those that notice I’ve
zoned out after 10 minutes of hearing them
yak and get mad at me for losing interest in
something that doesn’t pertain to me or even
fall into the category of a real conversation!
You see a real conversation takes at least
TWO people interacting and exchanging
thoughts and ideas on the same subject and
either agree or disagree with each other.
Me listening to you YAK is not spontaneous
communication, it’s you YAKING
and me getting really really
REEEALLY bored!
Seriously people…
really?
Take a Midol and
chill the hell out!
I can see myself
as the “Super
Midol Man!”

~ Rick Ray
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Faster than a
speeding insult;
More powerful
than a verbal
abuser;
Able to leap tall
piles of bull crap in
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From now on before I let anyone waste 10
minutes of my time I’m going to say “Wait
a minute…” and then pull out my invisible
clipboard and pretend to be flipping through
invisible pages of lists, and then I’ll say;
“I’m sorry I don’t see that problem on my
list of problems to care about today… let me
check again though… let’s see… no… no…
hmmm… nope not on my list, that’s not my
problem, good luck with that one!”
“I do have some really important things to
worry about that are on my list though, and
the biggest one requires my full attention at all
times ciphering cosmic flight!”
“Here’s how that works…”
“The earth orbits around the sun at 1,140 miles
per minute, the solar system is moving around
the center of the galaxy at 8,580 miles per
minute, the galaxy in the Local Group Cluster
is moving at 1,500 miles per minute and the
motion of the Local Group in the Local Super
Cluster is moving at 22,380 miles per minute.”
“Now that’s a grand total of me traveling
through space at 336,000 miles per
minute. In the 10 minutes of my
time that was wasted listening to you YAK I traveled
3,696,000 miles so using
the average rate of
reimbursement of
35 cents per mile
you now owe me
$1,293,600… pay
up or shut up!”
I’m just trying to
survive don’t PMS
on me!
~ Snarp
www.foggyblogg.
com
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Fri., Nov. 4-Hit List
Sat., Nov. 5-Cats on Holiday Trio
Fri., Nov. 11-Dennis Ford
Sat., Nov. 12-Little Noise
Fri., Nov. 18-Marion Avenue
Sat., Nov. 19-Whooz Playin
Wed., Nov. 23-Tom Todd
Fri., Nov. 25-Larry Smith
Sat., Nov. 26-Dennis Ford

7XUNH\7URW
$SURJUHVVLYHIRRG ZLQHWDVWLQJHYHQW
6DWXUGD\1RYHPEHUWKp1RRQSP

-RLQXVIRUDQDIWHUQRRQDW'HERQQH9LQH\DUGV)HUUDQWH
:LQHU\*UDQG5LYHU&HOODUV/DXUHOOR9LQH\DUGDQG
6W-RVHSK9LQH\DUGWDVWLQJILQHZLQHVSDLUHGZLWKGLVKHV
IURP\RXU7KDQNVJLYLQJGLQQHU7KHFRVWRIWKHHYHQWLV
DWHDFKZLQHU\DQGLQFOXGHVZLQHVDPSOHVDQGIRRG
SDLULQJV%ULQJLQDFDQQHGIRRGLWHPDQGUHFHLYHRII

Fri., Dec. 2-Dennis Ford
Sat., Dec. 3-TBD
Music plays on Wednesday &
Friday 7-11 p.m.;
Saturday 3:30-7:30 p.m.;

6(59,1*$9$5,(7<2)$33(7,=(56*5,//('6$1':,&+(6$1''(/,&,286(175e(6
23(1:('1(6'$< 7+856'$<122130)5,'$< 6$785'$<122130681'$<30
)25,1)250$7,2125720$.(5(6(59$7,216&$//RUJUDQGULYHUFHOODUVFRP
JOIN US FOR LIVE MUSIC
EVERY FRIDAY,
SATURDAY, & SUNDAY.
Friday, October 21st 360 Band
Saturday, Oct. 22nd Miles Beyond
Sunday, Oct. 23rd Larry Smith Jazz
60$',6215' 57 0$',6212+

:LQH&RXQWU\3URJUHVVLYH+DUYHVW'LQQHU

Friday, October 28th Trilogy
Saturday October 29th Castaways
HALLOWEEN PARTY
Sunday, Oct. 30th Robert Allen Jazz

1RYHPEHUWKÃSP7KHHYHQLQJEHJLQVDW*UDQG5LYHU&HOODUV0(18*UDQG5LYHU&HOODUV
Friday, November 4th Hatrick
&RUQFKRZGHUZLWKDKLQWRIEDFRQDQGDILHOGJUHHQVDODGZLWKIUHVKDSSOHVJUDSHVDQGFDQGLHG
Saturday, November 5th Four Kings
ZDOQXWVILQLVKHGZLWKD%OHX&KHHVHEDOVDPLFYLQDLJUHWWH'HERQQH9LQH\DUGV FKRRVHRQHRIWZR Sunday, Nov. 6th Dave Young Jazz
HQWUHHV 3HSSHUUXEEHGILOOHW25&KDUGRQQD\VWHDPHGVDOPRQ6HUYHGZLWKSDVWDWRVVHGZLWKVDX
Music plays Friday & Saturday
WHHGJDUOLFUHGSHSSHUVDQGROLYHRLOIUHVKJUHHQEHDQVDQG+HDUWKEDNHGEUHDG'HVVHUWDW6RXWK
from 7:30-10:30 p.m.
5LYHU9LQH\DUG :LQHVZLOOEHSDLUHGZLWKHDFKFRXUVH&DOOWRPDNHUHVHUYDWLRQVIRU
& Sunday from 4-7.
WKLVGULYH\RXUVHOIWRXU7KLVLVDSUHSDLGHYHQWSSLQFOXGHVVDOHVWD[DQGJUDWXLW\
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